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On the topological characterization of transitive 
Lie group actions 
By J. SZENTHE in Szeged 
The problem to characterize among the transitive actions of locally compact 
groups those which are effected by Lie groups lias been solved by D. MONTGOMERY 
and L. ZIPPIN [6], pp, 2 3 6 — 2 4 4 . According to their result if a cr-compact group G 
is an effective and transitive topological transformation group of a locally compact 
space X such that G/G0 is compact where G0 is the identity component and X is 
finite dimensional, then G is a Lie group provided that X is locally connected. 
Actually what this result yields is a characterization of the transitive Lie group 
actions among those of the finite dimensional locally compact ones, since the assump-
tion that X is finite dimensional implies that G is finite dimensional as well. Ac-
cordingly the attempt at a general solution seems to be justified and with this respect 
the following theorem is proved below: Let a a-compact group G with G/G0 compact 
be an effective and transitive topological transformation group of a locally compact 
space X. Then G is a Lie group if X is locally contractible. In spite of the fact that in 
general local contractibility is a much more restrictive assumption then local con-
nectedness this theorem is not materially weaker then the above mentioned result of 
Montgomery and Zippin since in case of finite dimensional coset spaces of locally 
compact groups these two assumptions are equivalent. 
One prerequisite for tlie proof of the above theorem is a practicable descrip-
tion of the local structure of coset spaces of locally compact groups. Since all known 
treatments of this subject assume the finite dimensionality of the coset space a 
completely reshuffled approach has to be applied here. By a well-known result of 
H . YAMABE [9] a locally compact group always contains an open subgroup which 
can be approximated by Lie groups; thus local questions generally reduce to the 
case of such groups. Accordingly first a detailed study of the local structure of 
groups approximated by Lie groups is carried out below. Then on account of the 
results of this study the required description of the local structure of coset spaces of 
locally compact groups is obtained. Using this description the characterization of 
transitive Lie group actions is given at last. 
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1. The local structure of groups which can be approximated by Lie groups 
According to the standard definition a topological group G is said to be approxi-
mated by Lie groups if a well-ordered index set A having a first element 1 and to any 
ot£A a compact invariant subgroup Aa of G is given so that 
Ga = G/Aa is a Lie group 
Aa 3 Ap for a, liZA with a (i 
{<?} = f l {A„\u(LA} where e£G is the identity. 
This terminology is based on the following well-known fact: Let % a \ G ^ G a be the 
canonical epimorphism and 7tf: GpGtt the cpimorphism defined by na=n^onp for 
a, fiZA with a < fl, then {Ga, 7tf} is an inverse system of Lie groups and its projective 
limit Grco=jim {Ga\aZA} is isomorphic to G under the isomorphism to: G->-which 
is given by m{g) = {na(g)\a£A} for g(zG. 
Some subsequent arguments take advantage of the fact that an inverse system 
of Lie groups approximating a topological group can be adjusted in a certain sense. 
The precise description of this adjustment is given by the following 
L e m m a 1. Let a system {Aa\a£A} of compact invariant subgroups define an 
approximating inverse system of Lie groups for the topological group G and consider 
an index e with I A. Then there is a mtural number / o l and to the well-ordered 
index set E={\, . . . , /c}U {oc|oc=-e, u£A} a system {A*\oZE} of compact invariant 
subgroups defining an approximating inverse system of Lie groups for G and such that 
1. A*=A±, A%=AB and A*=A„ for a£E with o>lc, 
2. A*/A* is finite, Af/Af+1for i=2, ...,/c—2 is a l-dimensional torus and AI_JA% 
is a l-dimensional torus or a compact connected semisimple Lie group. 
P r o o f . Consider the identity component (A'{)0 of the compact Lie group 
Al=AJAE then A2=n~1((Al)0) is a compact invariant subgroup of G. Moreover 
A2/A,, is a compact connected Lie group, A JA2 is finite and G/A2 is a Lie group on 
account of the isomorphisms 
A2/Ac - (A®o, 
AJA2 - (A JA,)/(A2IA,) c A\](A%, and 
G/A2 - (G/AJ/(A2/AJ. 
According to a basic theorem concerning the structure of connected compact Lie 
groups ([2], pp. 144—145) there is an isomorphism 
1:(T1X---XTIC_3XS)ID->A2/As 
where Tu i= 1, ...,k—3 are l-dimensional toroidal and S a semisimple or 1-dimen-
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sional toroidal invariant subgroup of A2/Ae, and D is a discrete central subgroup 
of Ti X • • • X Tk_3 X S such that both (TxX • • • X Tk_ 3) i l l» and SflD are trivial. Con-
sider now the following decreasing sequence of invariant subgroups of A3/Ae: 
NT = X 
{e')X - X {e7} X T, X - X !Tt _ 8 X g j f m . / = l f < . . ^ _ 3 > 
A 
JV*_2 = S, Nk_, = {e'}, 
where e' is the identity element and 
A = ( W x - X M x r . X - X ^ s X ^ i l i ) . 
Put now Ai+1=n~1(Nl) for i=1, ..., k—1. Then a decreasing sequence of compact 
invariant subgroups of G is obtained such that AJA2 is finite, Al/Ai+1 is a 1-dimen-
sional torus for /'=2, ...,/c—2, and Ak~1/Ak is a compact connected semisimple 
Lie group or a 1-dimensional torus as the following isomorphisms show: 
Ai+1/At+Z - (Ai+i/A8)/(Ai+*/Ae) - NJNt+1. 
Moreover G/Ai+1 is a Lie group for / = 1 , . . . , /c — 1 on account of the isomorphism 
G/A'+1 - (G/Ae)/(Ai+1IAP). 
Therefore if A* for a£E={ 1, ..., /c}U{a|a>s, oc£A} is defined by 
A* = Ax, A* = A' for i = 2, . . . , k, A* = Aa for a > s, 
then the assertions of the lemma obviously hold for this system. 
In order to have a short term for the above construction it will be said that 
the system {A*\cc£E} is obtained by adjusting the system {Aa\cc£A} up to the index 
e£A. It is to be noted that {Aa\a£A} and e£A do not define the adjusted system 
uniquely, the choice and order of the toroidal subgroups being arbitrary to some 
extent in the construction. In fact this circumstance will be of use yet in later 
developments. 
Another fact which has an important technical role in subsequent arguments is 
expressed by the following 
L e m m a 2. Let G be a Lie group AczG a compact invariant subgroup such 
that G/A is connected and Ha G a closed subgroup such that with B=A(~)H the group 
H/B is connected as well. Let G be the centralize!" of A in G and D that of B in H. 
If c,I), b are the Lie algebras of C, H, D then b = cfll). 
P r o o f . Let aut g: <J->-(7 be the inner automorphism defined by g£G and 
aut^ g: A -"A its restriction to A. Then by an extension of a theorem of K . IWASAWA 
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([5] and [10]) there is an a£A such that aut^ a—vM\.Ag holds. Let C be the ccntralizcr 
of A in G then CP\A is the center of A and a continuous isomorphism 
Q: G/C -* A/CClA 
is obtained by setting Q(gC)=a(CC\A) for g£G and ad A if and only if aut^ g= 
=aut / 1 a holds. If g, a, c are respectively the Lie algebras of G, A, C then cf lo is 
the Lie algebra of CC\A; moreover c is the ccntralizcr of a in ¡5 by basic properties 
of the adjoint representation (see [2], pp. 100—101) and thus cDa is the cehtcr 
of a. The differential CIQ of Q yields the Lie algebra isomorphism 
(1Q\Q!C ->• a /cf lu . 
Let ad X: cj ->• cj be the adjoint map defined by X and acln X: a ->- a its restriction to a. 
Then by basic properties of the adjoint representation adn X'=IID A' for X'£X-\-C 
and A'(: A -I- (cPi 01) if and only if CIQ (X+ C ) = A + ( c f l ft) holds. This implies that any 
cosel X-\-CZ&/C contains an element of a and consequently for X the validity of 
Z<Ea can be assumed without loss of generality. But then CIQ {X- \- c )=X-\- (c fl ft) = 
=(X-\- c)Da hold, and this means that CIQ can be considered as forming the inter-
section with a. Let now D be the centralizer of B in if and b, b the Lie algebras 
of B, D respectively. Then an argument analogous to the preceding one yields the 
isomorphisms 
o-: II¡D -y B/D f l B and da: I)/b - b/b D b 
with properties analogous to those established above. Consider now the Lie algebra 
monomorphisms 
£:WcHi> - g/c and ^ r a D W c D t t n l ) a / c d a 
which are defined by the inclusion relation of cosets. Then 
dQot: (I)/c f l I)) = i (0 f l I)/c f l ft f l I)) 
holds in consequence of the fact that dq can be obtained as intersecting with a. 
These imply now that 
r i ^ o d g o Z : I)/c D I) - a f l I)/c f l a f l I) 
is an isomorphism. In order to show that b D b = c r i f t n b holds observe first that a 
as a compact Lie algebra is isomorphic to the direct sum sffi (cDa) where b e a 
is a semisimple ideal since c f l a is the center of a. Therefore if Z^b and Zi=Xt+ Y, 
with XtZs, 7 ;GcDft where / = 1 , 2 then [ZL, Z2\ = [X1, X2\. Consequently if Zx is 
fixed then [ZL, Z^=0 for every Z2€b if and only if X1=0, which is equivalent to 
Z x£ cflft. Thus the isomorphisms 
da:l)/b -* b /c f l f t f l l ) and ^ " W e o ^ : I ) / c n l ) - b /c f l f t f l i ) 
together with the obvious cflljczb yield that c f l l )=b is valid. 
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The following theorem serves to yield a survey of the local structure of groups 
approximated by Lie groups. Actually this theorem is a complemented version of 
a well-known result of IWASAWA [5]. The proof given here is based on ideas due 
to V . M . GLUSKOV [10] and works with a concrete approximating inverse system of 
Lie groups. This way a rather lengthy but perfectly constructive presentation is 
obtained, a feature essential for the later developments. 
T h e o r e m 1. Let G be a topological group which can be approximated by Lie 
groups and Hcz G a closed subgroup. Then to any neighborhood U of the identity 
there is a compact invariant subgroup Ac.U of G and a Lie subgroup LcG such that 
1. M=LC\H is a Lie subgroup, 
2. there is a neighborhood F c U of the identity in L such that the direct products 
VXA, (VC\H)X(Ar\H) exist and form neighborhoods of the identity in G and H 
respectively. 
P r o o f . Let a system {Aa\u£A} of compact invariant subgroups define an i n -
verse system of Lie groups approximating G. If Cx is the identity component of 
Gx then G /=7t^1(C1) is an open and closed invariant subgroup of G. If C is the 
centralizer of Ax in G then G=CAX by an extension of a theorem of IWASAWA ( [5] , 
and [10]). As it is compatible with the above definition of Ct put Ca=ntt(C) for ct£A 
and let ya, •yf be the restrictions of na, npa to C, Cp respectively. Thus an inverse 
system {Ca, of Lie groups is obtained which approximates C since C is iso-
morphic to the projective limit Cm =]jm {Ca\a£A} under the restriction of co: GG^ 
to C. The kernel C£ of yf is central in Cp because if 
yp-.C/A^nC 
is the isomorphism induced by yp then the inverse image of under yp is given by 
= (Aaf}C)l(ApnC) 
which is obviously central in C/Ap f | C. 
Analogously let Dx be the identity component of H1=n1(H) then H'=HC\ 
Pi7r~1(Z)1) is an open and closed invariant subgroup of H with H'aG'. Let D be-
the centralizer of B^A^H in IT then H' = DB1. Put Da=na(D) for af-A and 
let 5a , 5% be the restrictions of jtf to D, Dp respectively. Then an inverse system 
{Da, r)f} of Lie groups approximating D is obtained, in fact D is isomorphic to 
the projective limit =]im {Da\a£A} under the restriction of co to D. 
Set now G'=na(G'), A*a=na(Ai), H't=ita(H'), B*=%ri{Bx) and let C; be the 
centralizer of A* in G'a, analogously D'a the centralizer of B* in H'a for a£A. Then 
Cacz C'a and Dacz D'r/ obviously hold. Let y'J\ 8'/ be the restrictions of 7if to C'p, D'p. 
respectively then {C'a, y'/} are inverse systems of Lie groups and consider their 
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projective limits C^=J,ini {C'JadA} and D'^=\m {D'a\aZA}. By the above stipula-
tions C „ c C l and D „ c D ^ evidently hold, but beyond this even C„ = C'oa and 
D<x,—DL a i ' e valid. In fact co maps C onto C'm and D onto D'^ sincc C'm is obviously 
the centralizer oi co (A ¡) in co(G') and similarly D'^ is the centralizer of co (7^) in 
co(H'). 
Consider now the Lie algebras ca, c'a, ba, b^ which correspond in due order to 
the Lie groups Ca, C'a, Da, D'a. Then b a c c a is valid for a£A. In fact for oc = l this is 
a consequcnce o f / - ^ ( "C , , on the other hand for a > l will be verified by the follow-
ing argument: The isomorphisms 
G'JAl - G'/A, c, C , and 7 « ~ Il'\By ^ D, 
imply that both G'jAl and II'JB* arc connected. Moreover B*=A*C\Ii'a is valid 
since na(Air\Ii')=na(Ai)C\na(n') holds. Thus Lemma 2 applies and yields that 
b^cc^ is true for a(=A. Assume now that c„ for some at A. Then there exists an 
Z0$b f f with But in this case C'm = C'^ implies that there i s a t x j such 
that no such X*£c't exists for which X"=dnxaXz is true. On the other hand X"fb„ 
and the fact that <5* is an epimorphism imply the existence of an l ^Gb j with Xa— 
=ih\ Xr. Since b tczbjCCj, a contradiction is obtained. 
Fix now a base (X\, ..., Xflt, ..., X*) of the Lie algebra q such that 
•{Xfn+1, . . . , X*) is a base of bx and let with h,i,j= 1, ..., n be the structural con-
stants of q with respect to this base. It will be shown now that a system (X£, ..., X") 
of elements of ca can be chosen simultaneously for every a£A so as to satisfy the 
following conditions: 
• • • > 
X? = dngXf for / = 1, . . . , « and a , /3(A with a < /i. 
In fact a choice of such systems can be carried out by the following transfinite con-
struction: Let a£A be fixed and assume that such systems have been already selected 
for each ¿;<a so that both the above requirements are fulfilled. The two possibilities 
that a has or has not an immediate predecessor in A have to be considered now 
apart. In the first case when a — l(A the immediate predecessor of a does exist 
the required choice of (X", ..., X") is obviously possible since b a c c a holds and 
y t - i ' ^a- i a r e surjective. In the second case the fact is helpful that 
AeJAa c AJAa c GjA„ for q < £ < a. 
This yields the existence of such a ( < a that AJAa reduces to the identity element 
of Ga for £=<!;<a and consequently 7t|: is an isomorphism for every such 
index Thus Xf=dn^X" for i=l, ...,n defines the system (X*, . . . , X*) so as to 
meet both the above requirements. 
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Define now F?.£ca for i,j= 1, ...,n and a£A by 
n 
Yij = Xj] — 2 ctjXn. 
/1=1 
Then Yfj=dn^Yfj obviously holds for a<j8. Moreover all the brackets F«], 
[F^ , F^] vanish because dnlY^—Y^O implies that Y f . is an element of the Lie 
algebra of Cx and Cx as the kernel of y® is central in Ca by a former observation. 
In what next follows an adjustment of the system {Aa\a£A} will be carried 
out in order to provide favourable settings for subsequent steps in the argument. 
If for a fixed pair (/,,/') with I s / , j s n there is an cc£A with then there is a 
first one 1 among such indices. On the other hand if F,"= 0 for every 
then put a,y=2. Consider now e=max {a y | / , . /= l , ...,77}. Since Cxc:Ax holds the 
identity component (C®)0 of CJ is a subgroup of (Aex)0 and it is even central in (Aj)0 
on account of former stipulations. Moreover the Y°. are elements of the Lie algebra 
of (CJ)0. Adopting the notations of Lemma 1 consider A2/AB and let Tx, ..., Tk_.A 
be 1-dimensional toroidal subgroups and ¿"the semishnple or 1-dimensional toroidal 
subgroup defined there. Put Tk_2=S is eventually S is a 1-dimensional torus. Let 
X: A*/At-(Al)0 be the canonical isomorphism. Now it is evidently possible to carry 
out an adjustment of the system {Aa\cc£A} up to the index s so as to satisfy even 
the following two additional requirements: 
1. the tangent vectors of XT,, .,., XT, at the identity form a maximal linearly 
independent subset of {F(®.|/',./'= 1, . . . ,«} for some 0 ^ / ^ / c — 2, 
2. the tangent vectors of XT1+x, ..., XTk_3, and of XS=XTk^2 if S is a torus, 
at the identity are not elements of the Lie algebra generated by {YleJ\i,j=l, ..., n}. 
Let now {Aa\o£E} be the system obtained by this adjustment and consider {Ga, ftxa} 
the corresponding approximating inverse system of Lie groups. Then Ca> Da, 





Da=Da, = - Y?. hold for <r = l and for every o£E with <r>/c. Since no 
possibility of confusion will be caused by this, the tildas will be dropped in denoting 
quantities corresponding to the adjusted system subsequently. 
Consider now the unique Lie algebra c which has a base formed by the elements 
Xu, where /7=1, . . . , 11 and Yi} where i,j= 1, . . . , n but such that the following 
relations are satisfied: 
[Xt, Xj] = 2 <$j*k + Yij for i j = ] , . . . , 11 with i < j 
/1=1 
K , Yij] = [Yij, Fsi] = 0 for h, i, /, s, t = 1, . . . , n with i < 7 , s < t. 
Here the elements Xh, F y with h,i,j=m + l, . . . , « obviously form the basis of a 
subalgebra b c c . Consider the simply connected Lie group P which has c as Lie 
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algebra and ils connected subgroup Q which corresponds to b. There is a unique 
Lie group homomorphism cp„ : P -> C„ for every a£E such that X%~dq)aXh and 
Y"j=ckpaY/j for / / , / ' , /= 1, . . . ,« . Consequently a continuous homomorphism 
cp-.P CM 
is defined by setting <p(/>) = {<pff(/0 IffÇT?} for p € P. Lei K be the kernel of (p and 
n: P-"P'=P/K the corresponding canonical epimorphism. Then P' and Q'~n(Q) 
are Lie groups. Therefoie if 
(P'\P'-> C o 
is the monomorphism defined by (p=<p'on then L^ — cp'iP') and M^=(p'(Q') are 
Lie subgroups of C „ with Mm<zLm and M^all^. 
The monomorphism <7/ can be obviously given in the form <p\pr) = {(p'„(p')\<ï£E} 
f o r p ' Z P ' where the <p'a\ P'->-C„ are Lie group homomorphisms such that (p'a—nxao(p'v 
for o,%ZE with <T<T. This implies that the kernel of <p'x is a subgroup of the kernel 
of cp'a, consequently there is a first index <5<EE such that the kernel of <p'a is discrete 
for a S <5. Fix now a left invariant Riemannian metric on P', then there is a unique 
left invariant Riemannian metric on the Lie group La=(p'a(P') for aë;8 such that 
(p'a is a local isometry. Consequently the standard procedure based on the "méthode 
de rayonnement" due to E. CARTAN ([1], pp. 181—186) yields a unique set E ° c P r 
for every (J<c_E with (t l iô such that 
1. F° is an open neighborhood of the identity in P', 
2. If F„ is the closure of F^ in P' then there is a set Fa such that F°cFacFa 
and the restriction of cp'a to F„ is a continuous bijection onto La. 
3. F ^ c F ? if ô^aST. 
The set is called the fundamental domain of the local isometry (p'a. Thus = cp'(Fs) 
is a neighborhood of the identity in L ^ , if L m is taken with that topology which 
makes (p'-.P'-^L^ an isomorphism. By the preceding stipulations and Aoa=co(Ad) 
have a single element in common which is the identity of . Moreover elements 
of F m and A^ commute on account of the construction. Consider now a compact 
neighborhood V'czFg of the identity in P' and Vm=<p'(V). Then the map 
VCO X CO > l^OO * ^oo 
defined by the group multiplication in is a continuous bijection. But V ^ X A ^ 
being compact, this bijection is a homeomorphism. Thus the set V^ • A^ which 
contains the identity in Grjo is isomorphic with the direct product V^XA^. 
It has to be shown now that V^A^ is a neighborhood of the identity in Gm, 
or what amounts to the same thing, that VA with V=co~1(V00), A=co~1(Aoa) is a 
neighborhood of the identity in G. Evidently it suffices to prove that Vs=(p'ô{V') 
is a neighborhood of the identity in Gô since then by VA=ns1( Vs) the assertion 
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follows. In order to carry this out the value of the index 5 will be elicited in what 
follows. Consider first the case when every Y" does vanish with respect to the original 
approximating inverse system defined by {Aa\a£A}. Then every Y f j vanishes with 
respect to the adjusted system as well, and consequently 5 = 1 holds. But then Vx 
is evidently a neighborhood of the identity in Gx. If there is a Yfi^O with respect 
to the original system then Y f j ^ 0 obviously holds with respect to the adjusted one. 
This implies that / S i and it will be shown now that 3 = 1+1 holds. Observe first 
that the kernel of <pk is discrete by tire definition of e and in consequence of Ak=Ae. 
Thus the kernel of cp'k is discrete as well. Assume now that the kernel of q>'l+1 is 
not discrete. Then there exists a non-zero Z 'gc ' with d(p'l+x(Z')= 0 where c' is the 
Lie algebra of P'. Therefore d(p'l+x(Z')=dnkl+xod(p'k(Z')=0 and Zk=d(p'k(Z')^0 
yield that Zk is an element of the Lie algebra of the kernel of nf+x. But then Zk 
cannot be expressed as a linear combination of the vectors {Yf-\i,j=\, . . . , n) on 
account of the definition of /. On the other hand such an expression does exist since 
Z' is a linear combination of the Y'ij=d%(Y1J), / , . /=1, . . . ,« . This contradiction 
shows that the kernel of cp'i+1 must be discrete. Consider now that Yk which is 
tangent vector at the identity of the 1-dimensional toroidal subgroup T, of A2/Ae. 
Then there is a non-zero Ys't£e' such that Yk=d(pk(Ys't) holds, But then d(p{(Y^ = 
=dnkod(pk(Ys/t)=0 shows that the kernel of cp[ cannot be discrete. Consequently 
3 = 1+1 is valid. Now in order to verify that Vl+X is a neighborhood of the identity 
in Gl+1 it is obviously sufficient to note that by the construction of the adjusted system 
the Lie algebra of the kernel of n1^1 is spanned by the vectors {Yl1+1\i,j=l, ...,n} 
and that Vx is a neighborhood of the identity in Gx. 
The set Vm H M„ is a neighborhood of the identity in M„ since V ' f ) Q is a 
n e i g h b o r h o o d of the ident i ty in Q' a n d <p'(V'nQ') = q>'(V')n<p\Q')= V^DM^. 
Moreover M m = H holds on account of the construction and thus F „ n A f „ = 
= V„C\ Hm implies that the direct product 
as isomorphic to the set (V^ C\Hj){AmC\Hm). In order to prove that this set is a 
neighborhood of the identity in H m > or what ammounts to the same fact, 
( y T \ H ) ( A f ] H ) is a neighborhood of the identity in H, it is sufficient to show that 
VAC\Hcz(yOH)(Ar\H) since the converse is obvious. But h€ VA PiH implies that 
nd (h) £nd(VA^H)cn5 (VA) n nd (H) = VSC\HS=cp'd (V'PiQ') ho lds . C o n s e q u e n t l y 
there exist v£VC\H and a£A such that h = va. Thus a=v~1h yields that a£H and 
therefore a ^ A H H . 
The subgroup As, 3£E which has a critical role in the above proof will yet 
occure repeatedly at decisive steps of some subsequent arguments. In order to 
provide a short term it will be called the locally factorizing element of the adjusted 
system {AjaZE}. 
7* 
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The following lemma is an easy consequence of a well-known theorem concern-
ing the structure of conncctcd compact groups ([8], pp. 88—93). I-Iowever a proof 
is given here for convcniencc sincc some facts and objects occurring in the argument 
will be yet of use later on. 
L e m m a 3. Let G be a connected compact group then there is a connected 
compact group 0 and a continuous epimorphism A: G->- G such that to any connected 
closed subgroup lie. G there exists a connected closed subgroup H(zG with Ii=X(H), 
which is invariant in and even a direct factor of G provided that II is invariant in G. 
P r o o f . Let {Ga, 7tf} be an inverse system of Lie groups approximating G. 
Then every Ga is a connected compact group and thus by the structural theorem of 
such groups there arc connected closed invariant subgroups Ta, SaczGa and a con-
tinuous epimorphism 
I1«' TaXSa ->• G„ 
such that Ta is central, Sa is semisimple and the kernel of ¡.ia is discrete. Since Ta= 
=n^(Tp) and Sa=n^(Sp) are obviously valid for <x</?, the inverse system {TaXSa 
can be formed where n'l=Xn"J' and n'J, n'J are the restrictions of to Tp, Sp 
respectively. Let S„ be the universal covering group of Sx and na \ Sa->- Sa the covering 
epimorphism, then there is a unique lift erf: Sp — S„ of n"J' such that 
Consequently the inverse system {Ga,npa} can be formed where Ga=TaXSa and 
7?f=7t^')X<Tf. Moreover the commutative diagrams 
Vt> 
T„ X Sp 
Ht> 
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are obtained where va is t he direct product of the identity epimorphism on Ta and 
of xa. Put Xa=paovx then the system {Xa\cc£A} of epimorphisms obviously defines a 
continuous epimorphism 
A»: Jim { G > 6 A) - hm {GJa 6 A} 
of the projective limits on account of the commutativity of the preceding diagram. 
Let now co: G->lim {Gx\a£A} be the canonical isomorphism defined by the approxi-
mation and put G=Hm {Ga\a£A} then 
co-1 oJL = X\G^G 
is a continuous epimorphism and G is obviously connected and compact. 
Consider now a connected closed subgroup HcG then Ha=na(H) is a con-
nected closed subgroup of Ga . Therefore on account of facts already mentioned 
in the proof of Lemma 2 there are connected closed invariant subgroups T", S"c.Ha 
with Tfc.Tu, S^cSa such that pa maps the subgroup of TxXSx onto Ha. 
Let Sf be the identity component of y^iS'f) then Xa maps H^T^XS1^ onto Ha. 
Consequently H—hm {Hjoc^A} is a connected closed subgroup of G and H=X(H) 
is valid. 
Assume now that A is a connected closed invariant subgroup of G. Then the 
preceding construction applied to A yields a connected closed subgroup Ä of G 
with A=X{A). It is easy to see that Aa is an invariant subgroup of Gx and this implies 
that Ä is invariant in G. Moreover the fact that Äa is invariant in Ga and the con-
struction of Ga implies that Äa is a direct factor of Ga consequently there is a con-
nected closed invariant subgroup BaczGa with Ga=ÄaXBa. Since the epimorphisms 
Xa have discrete kernel and by the commutativity of the diagram above Äa = mf (Äp) 
and Ba=n%(Bp) are obviously valid, and thus the inverse systems {Äa, n'J1} {Ba, nxß} 
can be formed where n f , n'J3 are the corresponding restrictions of 7i^. Consequently 
G = ÄXB is valid where B=]im {Bc,\a£A}. 
C o r o l l a r y . Let G be a connected compact group, HcG a connected closed 
subgroup, Ac-G a connected closed invariant subgroup and A, B, HczG the groups 
which respectively correspond to them by the preceding constructions. Then H=ÄIIXBII 
holds where Au, BH are connected closed invariant subgroups of H with Än<z.Ä, 
BHcB. 
P r o o f . Abiding by the settings of the above proof consider A" the identity 
component of A~1(^ari-öC!). Then A" is a connected closed invariant subgroup of 
Hx, and consequently it is a direct factor of Ha=T"XS" since S" is simply con-
nected closed invariant subgroup B" of Hx with Ha=A^XBx and BxcBa. Thus 
H=AuxBn is valid with ÄH=]jm {Ä'J\a£A}, S ^ l i m {5f|a£zl}. 
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2. The structure of cosct spaces of locally compact groups 
Let G be a locally compact group, lie: G a closed subgroup and % \ G->-G/II 
the canonical projection, if AczG is a compact invariant subgroup and n: G-»G'= 
= G/A the canonical epimorphism then If=n(II) is a closed subgroup of C . Let 
now x'\G' yG'\II' be the canonical projection then there is a unique map tp\G\H-> 





G> >. G'/II' 
is commutative. The map (p which is continuous and open generates a fiber structure 
on the space G/H. Since the terminology of fiber structures will prove convenient 
subsequently, the map (p will be called the fiber structure defined by the invariant sub-
group A on the coset space G/H. 
The result of Montgomery and Zippin on the characterization of transitive 
Lie group actions is based on the fact that if G/H is a finite dimensional coset space 
of a group G which can be approximated by Lie groups then there exists a compact 
invariant subgroup A of G defining a locally trivial fiber structure <p on G/H such 
that the base space G'/H' is a manifold and the fibers are totally disconnected ([6], 
pp. 236—246 and [11]). In what next follows this theorem is generalized for arbitrary 
coset spaces of locally compact groups. At first that case when G can be approximated 
by Lie groups will be settled by 
L e m m a 4. Let H be a closed subgroup of the group G which can be approximated 
by Lie groups. Then a locally factorizing invariant subgroup A of G defines a locally 
trivial fiber structure <p: G\H-*G'\H' such that the base space G'/H' is a manifold 
and the fibers are homeomorphic to the coset space A/B where B=A(~)H. 
P r o o f . Let A be a locally factorizing invariant subgroup of G. In order to 
show that the fiber structure (p defined by A is locally trivial consider the Lie sub-
groups L, M of G and the neighborhoods V, V f ) II of the identity in these subgroups 
which correspond to A according to Theorem 1. Let S be a symmetric open neigh-
borhood of the identity in L such that S2c V. Put T= S fl M then there is a cell 
Z c S and a homeomorphism 
y: ZXT S 
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where ZXT is a cartesian product only but y is given by y(z, t)=zt. Let now 
a: S X ^ - SA and /?: TXB - TB 
be the isomorphisms of the direct products which exist according to Theorem 1; 
thus a(s, a)=sa and P(i,b) = tb. Since S=SA is a neighborhood of the identity 
in G, thet set S'=n(S) is a neighborhood of the identity in G'=G/A. Moreover 
Z=x(S) is a neighborhood of H in G/H and Z'=%'(S') = cp(Z) is a neighborhood 
of H' in G'jH'. Let now 
K - . S ^ S X A and X:Z ^ T 
be the embeddings given by the trivial cross-sections through the identities, then 
noaox: S — S' and n = x'onoctoxoyoX:Z->-Z' 
are obviously homeomorphisms. Consider now the canonical projection 
£,:ZXTXA ZxA/B. 
It will be shown now that there exists a homeomorphism 
j T - Z X A / B - Z 
which is uniquely defined by the requirement that the diagram 
£ 
ZXTXA ^ ZXA/B 
be commutative. In fact consider (zu th a^ZXTXA and gl=siai=zitiai where 
i= 1, 2 such that x(si)=x(sd holds. Thus there is an h£H with g2=gxh, and con-
sequently h=gx1gz=(s1a1)x1sza2=sx1s2a1a^S2Acz VA. Hence h^VACiH and 
therefore h=tb with t£T, b£B according to Theorem 1. Thus g2=zit2a2=gxh=-
=z1t1a1tb=z1t1t ab which imply that 
z2 = zt, t% = txt and a2 = 
Conversely the validity of these equalities obviously implies that x(gi)=x(gn) holds. 
The preceding assertions yield now that 
a_1°%-1(z) = {z}XTXaB 
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for z<EZ with zQZ and a£A. Therefore the existence and uniqueness of // with the 
above required properties obviously follows. 
In order to prove now that the liber structure (p is locally trivial at %(77)<E(7/// 
consider the homeomorphism 
<J>: Z' X A/B ->• Z 
given by <I>(z\ aB)•:zall where z= / i~ l ( z ' ) . Then <p o <]>(z\ aB) — cp(zaH)—%' o 
on(za)=z' hold by the preceding stipulations. 
The fact that the fiber structure (p is locally trivial at x(g)=gii£G/H can be 
shown evidently by means of the homcomorphisms 
A,: G/Ii G/H and Ag.: G'\H' - G'/H' 
which are defined by the left translations Lg\ G-+G and Lg.: G' -+G' where g'=n(g). 
Now Z0=A0(Z) is a neighborhood of gJT in G/H and Z'(.= Af/(Z') that of g'H' 
in G'/H'. Moreover Z-»Z'g, defined by ¡ i 0 =A^ o ¡j, is a homeomorphism. Con-
sider now the map 
<Pg:Zg.XA/B-+Zg 
defined by <Pg(g'z', aB)=gzaH where z=}ig1(g'z'). Then (po <Pg(g'z', aB)=g'z'and 
(¡?0 is obviously a homeomorphism. 
The proof of the assertions concerning the base space and the fibers are implicitely 
contained in the above argument. 
The extension of the above results to locally compact groups in entire generality 
will be carried out by a standard method [11] based on the following lemma, the 
proof of which being a prerequisite for subsequent considerations is reproduced here 
for convenience. 
L e m m a 5. Let G* bean open and Ha closed subgroup of the topological group G. 
Then the coset space G/H is the free union of its subsets which are homeomorphic to 
coset spaces G*/H* where H*=G*C\gHg~1 with some g£G. 
P r o o f . The sets G*gH for g£G are obviously open in G, and since two such 
sets are either identical or disjoint they are closed in G as well. Consequently there 
is an index set A and to any a£A an element g„€G such that 
G = {J{G*gJ-I\aiA) 
where G*gaH and G*gp II are disjoint if a^fi. Let G-+G/H be the canonical 
projection then the sets %{G*gaII) are both open and closed in G/H and x{G*gxH), 
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be defined by i / / a (g )=x (gg«) for g£G* then i//a is surjective. Moreover i//«(S'i) = 
= ' ^ ( ^ 2 ) if and only if g1gaH=g2gaH which is equivalent to g^g^gaHg^. Con-
sequently 1j/a is a canonical projection onto the coset space G*/H* where Hg*=G*f) 
PlgaHg . Therefore x(G*gaH) is honieomorphic to G*/Hg*. 
According to a well-known theorem of H. YAMABE [9] a locally compact group 
G always has an open subgroup G* which can be approximated by Lie groups, 
Therefore if HcG is a closed subgroup then G/H is the free union of coset spaces 
of G* by the preceding Lemma. Since an invariant subgroup A of G* defines a fi-
ber structure (pa on G*/H* a fiber structure is obtained on x(G*gaH). There is a uni-
que extension cp of all these <pa, oc£A on G/H which obviously yields a fiber struc-
ture cp\ G/H -+G' /H'. As in general A is not an invariant subgroup of G, this fiber 
structure cp is not defined by A in the above specified sense. Accordingly it will be 
said that cp\ G/H-^G'/H' is a fiber structure corresponding to the invariant subgroup 
A of G*. The preceding two lemmas obviously yield the following 
T h e o r e m 2. Let G be a locally compact group HczG a closed subgroup and 
G*c.G an open subgroup which can be approximated by Lie groups. If A is a locally 
factorizing invariant subgroup of G* and (p\ G/H-+G' /H' a fiber structure correspond-
ing to A, then (p is locally trivial, the base space G'lH' is a free union of manifolds 
and the fibers are homeomorphic to coset spaces of A. 
Strictly speaking the above theorem is not a generalization of the one due to 
Montgomery and Zippin concerning finite dimensional coset spaces of locally com-
pact groups. This is easily seen from the fact that the assertion about the fiber type 
in the above theorem does not reproduce that of Montgomery and Zippin by assum-
ing G/H finite dimensional. In solving the problem considered here, however, Theo-
rem 2 has a role analogous to that of the theorem due to Montgomery and Zippin 
hi solving this problem in the special finite dimensional case. 
A result of A. BOREL ([3] , pp. 3 0 6 — 3 1 0 ) implies that if G is a compact group 
and HcG a closed subgroup such that G/H is contractible then H=G holds. The 
following lemma extends the validity of this assertion. 
L e m m a 6. Let G be a compact group, HcG a closed subgroup, x'• G^-G/H 
the canonical projection, AcG a closed invariant subgroup and A'=x(A). If A' is 
contractible over G/H then Ac.H. 
P r o o f . Let A0,H0czG0 be respectively the identity components of A, HczG 
and consider the connected compact group G, the epimorphism A: G^G0 and the 
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conncclcd closcd subgroups A, HcG with A0=X(/S) and //0=A(£T) given by Lemma 
3. Thus A(I i i) = A ( ] 7 n l ) c l ( / 7 ) n A ( Z ) = /7 0n/io is valid. Consequently there are 
unique continuous surjections (7//7->(70///0 and >]\ Z/An -> A0/II0C\A0 such that 
*~AJH0f)A0 
where XA is the restricted epimorphism and x> Xo> XA> Xo a1'6 the canonical projec-
tions. The subgroup A is a direct factor of G according to Lemma 3 since A0 is 
invariant in G0. Thus there is a closed connected invariant subgroup BcG with 
G=AXB. Moreover E—AnXBn with the subgroups A„, Bn given by the co-
rollary of the same lemma. Thus the coset space G/H=(AX B)/(AU X B„) can and 
in what follows will by identified with the cartesian product (A¡A,,) X (B/En). Let now 
8-.A/AH ^ (A/AH)X(B/BH) 
be the embedding defined by e(aAH)=(aAH, eBH) where e£G is the identity ele-
ment. Consider moreover the homeomorphism e0: AJH0 C\A0 -^x« (A0) which is 
uniquely defined by the validity of s0oXo=Xo- Thus the following commutative 
diagram is obtained 
AIAn 
A0/H0C\A0 
-> (A/A„) X (B/B„) = G/H 
t 
G0/H0 
In fact the validity of £oe(aAH)=£(aAH, eBH)=l;(aH)=Z ox(a)=x<>° A (a) and of 
e0 o n (aAH) = % o j ) o f ( a ) = eo ° Xo ° (a) (c0 implies the commutativity of this 
diagram. The inclusions ff0cffi)G0 and ff0DA0c:H(~)A0 canonically define the 
continuous surjections 
JLI: GJH0 - GjHf]G0 and v: A0/H0nA0 - AJHOA0 
which are obviously covering maps. Moreover if 
X+:G0 + G0/Hf) G0 and xi-A - A0//l fl A0 
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.are the canonical projections then there is a homeomorphism e + : A0/HCIA0 ->-X+(A0) 
which is uniquely defined by the validity of c+ ox+ = x+. Hence the following com-
mutative diagram is obtained 
A 0 /H 0nA 0 
A0/HnA0-
+ G0/H0 
GolHH G o 
In fact the validity of /.ioe0(a(H0P\A0)) = f.i(aH0) = a(Hr\G0) and of e + o 
o v ( a ( H 0 n A 0 ) ) = s + ( a ( H n A 0 ) ) = c + o x + ( a ) = x + ( a ) : = a ( H r \ G 0 ) implies that the dia-
gram commutes. Let now %A' A^A/HC\A be the canonical projection then there 
is a homeomorphism e: A/HC\A ->-A'=x(A) which is uniquely defined by the validity 
of soxA=x- The results obtained in proving Lemma 5 yield the homeomorphisms 
cp: G0/HnG0^x(G0) and i//: AJHf]A0^XAU0) such that x(g)=<P oX+(g) for g£G, 
and xA(a)=ll/ °X+(a) f ° r Moreover these results yield that xA(A0) is a com-
ponent of A/HC\A. But the assumption that A' is contractible over G/H implies 
that A' is connected. Consequently the map i//o voy\ is surjective. Thus the following 
commutativ diagram is obtained 
AJH n A0 > G0/H n Go 
\ 
A/HC\A s- G/H 
In fact the validity of (poB+(a(HriA0)) = (pos+ oxA(a)=(p°x+(a)=x(a) a n d 
co\l/(a(HnA0))=coil/ox^(a)=soxA(a)=x(a) implies that the diagram commutes. 
The assumption that A' is contractible over G/H obviously implies that there 
exists a continuous map 
«: A/HC\AXI - G/H, I = [0, 1] 
which is a deformation of the imbedding s into a constant map of A/HC\A into 
G/H, in other words x(x, 0)=s(x) for x£A/H(lA, and x(x, 1) is the same point 
of G/H for every xdA/H[)A. Moreover by the above stipulations (pop is a covering 
map of GJH0 onto %(G0), and since (cpo p)o80=so\j/o v holds the map eoi//ov is 
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covcrecl by fi0. Furthermore the continuous map 
x'\A0/H0i)A0Xl ••* G/H 
which is defined by x'(x, х)=х(фо V(X), X) for x4A0/H0f)A0 and X0 is obviously 
a deformation of со i//о v into a constant map. Consequently there exists a lift 
AJIIqOAQXI - G0/II0 
of x' which is a liomotopy of c0; in other words x0 is a continuous map such that 
(pоцохй(х,х)=х'(х,х) and x0(x, 0)=8O(A*) for x£AjH0f)A0, Т<ЕI. Thus xn is 
obviously a liomotopy from c0 to a constant map. Observe now that the map с is 
covering c0o// since £oc=c 0 o /7 by the commutativity of the diagram in which they 
occur, and that the continuous map 
x'0: A/An XI - G0/H0 
which is defined by x'0(x, x)=x0(t](x), т) for x£A/AH, x£1 is a homotopy from 
80otj to a constant map. It will be shown now that even this homotopy x'0 can be 
lifted. Consider for this purpose a system of invariant subgroups of G0 which defines 
a system {Ga> 7tf } of Lie groups approximating G0. Then the construction made in 
proving Lemma 3 yields the inverse system {Ga, n'l} of Lie groups approximating 
G along with the system {X„\a£A} of epimorphisms and with the closed subgroups 
HacGa, Hacz&a. Then since Hx=Xa(Ha) is valid the epimorphism Xa defines a con-




where xa, %a are the canonical projections. Since the epimorphism Xa has discrete 
kernel is a covering map. On account of the fact that Ha=nl (Hp)=itp (H0) and 
H a = n « ( H / i ) ( H ) are valid the epimorphisms 7tf, w,,, 7tf, np define the continuous 
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Thus inverse systems {GJH t t , qpJ, {GJHa,Qp} are obtained which approximate 
GJH0, 0/H respectively in the sense that the maps 
q : G0/H0 -* Jim {GJHrj\a £ A} and q : G/H Jim {GJHa\a £ A} 
which are defined by q(gHn)=(gHn)\afzA} and g(gH) = {Qa(gH)\aeA} prove to 
be homeomorphisms according to standard theorems (see [7], vol. II, pp. 99—122 
and [11]). Consider now the following diagram 










In fact stipulations above yield that 
6p(gH) = ZpOQpOX(g) = ZpOXpO%p(g) = lpoXpOTtp(g), 
Qti°Z(gH) = Qpo£ox(g) = Qpox0oX(g) = Xp°KpoX(g) = XpoXponp(g) 
and ^OQ^gpHp) = ^OQa(gH), Qio^p{gpHp) = QPa0^p0Qp(gH) = Qao£(gH) 
which show that the diagram commutes. But the commutativity of this diagram 
implies that a map 
^ : Jim {GJHa|« 6 A} - Jim {GJHa\a e A} 
is defined by ^({g aH a \ ix£A})= {^(gaHx)\a£A}. Moreover by the same reason even 
É T V = 0 Q 
is valid. The map Qaos is covering now the map oe 0o/ j since ^ a oQ a o8=Q a oe 0 oi i 
is valid and e a o x o is a homotopy from Qaos0oti to a constant map. Since is a 
covering map of manifolds there exists a unique lift xa of ga o x'0; in other words 
there exists a unique continuous map 
K'.Z/AHXI- GJHa 
such that ^C[oxa(x,T) = Qlxox'0(x,-t) and xf(x, 0)=QC,OC(X) for x£A/AJJ, %€/. Con-
sider now the continuous map 
: A/AaXI-n{GjHa\u6 A) 
which is defined by r) • -{xa(x, T)|CCCZI}. The image of this map is actually 
in the subset Jim {GJHx\cc£A} of the cartesian product II{GJHa\a£A}. In order 
to verify this observe that q p ox p is a homotopy of Qxoe and covers gaox'0 since 
Qpxoxp(x, 0)=epttoQpoe(x)=gC(os(x) and T) = o O Hp (x, T) = QpO 
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o Qfjox'0(x, T) — QaOx'0(x, T) for x(lA/A„, Thus by the uniqueness of the lift 
K—QaOXp holds. Now the formerly mentioned lift of the homolopy x'0 is obviously 
given by the continuous map 
x = Q-lo&00\A/flnxI ->- G/H 
which is a homolopy from c to a constant map. Let o". (A/An)X(B/l3n) • *-A/An be 
the canonical projection, then the continuous map 
(fox:A/A„xl ->• A/A,, 
defines a contraction of A/A„ over itself. Thus by the above cited result of Borcl 
An=A. holds. But then A/HC\A consists of a single point since 1//0 vo;/ is surjective. 
Consequently AaH is valid. 
The main result of this paper f rom which the solution of the characterization 
problem directly follows is given by the following 
T h e o r e m 3. Let G be a locally compact group and H a closed subgroup such 
that the coset space G/H is locally contractible. Then G/H is a free union of manifolds 
which are coset spaces of Lie groups. 
P r o o f . Let G*cG be an open subgroup which can be approximated by Lie 
groups. Then in consequence of Lemma 5 and Theorem 2 it suffices to show that 
G*/H*, where H*=Hf)G*, is homeomorphic to the coset space of a Lie group. 
Let A be a locally factorizing invariant subgroup of G*. Then according to 
Lemma 4 this subgroup A defines a locally trivial fiber structure <p: G*/H* ->G'/H' 
such that G' = G*/A, H'=H*/B are Lie groups and the fibers are homeomorphic 
to A/B where B=Af]H*. Consider now the point n*(H*)£G*/H*. According to 
the local triviality of <p there is a neighborhood Z' of (pon*(Ii*) in G'/H' and a 
homeomorphism <I>: Z'XA/B-*-Z such that (po <Z>(z', aB)=z' where Z=<p~1(Z') is 
a neighborhood of n*(H*) in G*/H*. The assumption that G/Ii is locally contractible 
yields now the existence of a neighborhood WczZ of n*(H*) such that any subset 
X(- W can be contracted over Z onto n*(H*). Considering the construction by 
which a locally factorizing invariant subgroup was obtained from a given approximat-
ing inverse system of Lie groups, it is easy to see that there exists a locally factorizing 
invariant subgroup A a A of G* such that if tp\ G*/H * G/H is the fiber structure 
defined by A then the fiber containing n*(H*) is a subset of W. More precisely the 
fiber of (p containing n*(H*) is A/B and the fiber of tp containing n*(lf *) is A/B 
where /?= II* f)A. But A/B can be identified with A'=n'(A) where n': AA/B is 
the canonical projection. Let now 
x: A'XI -»- Z 
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be a contraction of A' over Z onto n*(H*) where I is the closed unit interval. More-
over consider the map 
q: Z'XA/B -> A/B 
which is the canonical projection of the cartesian product on the second factor. 
Then by the map 
Qocp-^ox: A'XI A/B 
obviously a contraction of A' over A/B is obtained. But then Lemma 6 yields that 
AczB is valid. This in turn implies that 8=A and consequently G*/H* is homeo-
morphic to G/il. Since G is a Lie group and H is a closed subgroup the assertion of 
the theorem follows. 
3. The characterization of transitive Lie group actions 
The proof of the following theorem which yields the solution of the general 
characterization problem is achieved now by the standard argument. 
T h e o r e m 4. Let a a-compact group G with compact G/G0 be an effective and 
transitive topological transformation group of a locally compact and locally contractible 
space X. Then G is a Lie group and X is homeomorphic to a coset space of G. 
P r o o f . Let H be a stability subgroup of G then H is a closed subgroup of G 
and X is homeomorphic to the coset space G/H according to a result of PONTRJAGIN 
(see [7], vol. I, pp. 167—169). Since G/G0 is compact G can be approximated by 
Lie groups (see [6], pp. 175—176). Let now A be the locally factorizing invariant 
subgroup of G given in the proof of the preceding theorem. Then B=A holds and 
implies that AcH. But then the assumption that G acts effectively yields that A = {e}. 
Consequently G is a Lie group and the assertion follows. 
In the special case when H = {e} holds Theorem 3 yields the following 
C o r o l l a r y . A locally compact group with compact G/G0 is a Lie group if and 
only if G is locally contractible. 
This topological characterization of Lie groups can be obtained directly from 
results of K. H. HOFMANN as well ([4], p. 59). Tn fact local contractibility implies 
the hypothesis of the Main Lemma there and wipes out the factors Z and T too. 
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